We show that the ideal fluid limit, defined as the existance of a flow frame u µ with respect to which the fluid is homogeneus and isotropic, and the consequent independence of the equation of state on u µ , is incompatible with non-Abelian gauge theory. Instead, the equation of state becomes dependent on u µ via modes which are roughly equivalent to ghost modes in the hydrodynamic limit. These modes can be physically imagined as a field of "purcell swimmers" whose "arms and legs" are outstretched in Gauge space. Also, vorticity should couple to the Wilson loop via the chromo-electro-magnetic field tensor, which in this limit is not a "force" but instead represents the polarization tensor of the gluons. We show that because of this coupling vorticity also aquires swirling non-hydrodynamic modes. We then argue that these swirling and swimming non-hydodynamic modes are the manifestation of gauge redunancy within local equilibrium, and speculate on their role in quark-gluon plasma thermalization * torrieri@ifi.unicamp.br
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of gauge invariance in the ideal hydrodynamic limit is, already at first thought, an involved one. Typically it is developed via an extension of a Vlasov-type equation to a Non-Abelian theory, or a charged ideal fluid coupled to a Yang-Mills field [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , a solution to Yang-Mills equations. These approaches presuppose a mixture between a thermalized high-entropy fluid and a coherent field, which carries zero entropy. In a theory where the field is interacting, it is not clear weather this results in a converging effective theory, since there are quite a few correlated length-scales in the problem. It is therefore not surprising these approaches often lead to instabilities, which have also been argued to induce a rapid effective equilibration [5] [6] [7] .
One can of course assume that a total thermalization of fluid and field degrees of freedom can be well described by a parton cascade, which can be made compatible with non-abelian gauge symmetry [8] . However, it is not clear that in the strongly coupled limit the BBGKY hyerarchy can be effectively truncated.
For example, in a non-Abelian gauge theory, even in the absence of Fermions, gauge bosons interact in a way that by construction must involve spin-orbit interactions. Hence, hydrodynamics self-consistently must include polarization, which is problematic to describe using a Boltzmann or a Vlasov equation [9] [10] [11] .
On the other hand, the whole point of gauge symmetry is the freedom to exchange spatial angular momentum for the longitudinal polarization of the Gauge boson. For abelian theory, this exchange is "harmless" [12, 13] since the mean free path of photons is infinite.
However, for non-abelian theories, since spatial angular momentum is carried by vorticity, this ambiguity seems to contradict the very definition of local thermalization, where flow, and hence vorticity, are uniquely determined from initial conditions. Furthermore, the energy-momentum tensor T µν will typically be Gauge-dependent, since the pseudo-gauge transformations [14] will correspond to real gauge transformations for this theory. An effective theory based on T µν or in terms of a covariantized partition function in terms of T µν ,in analogy with the usual thermodynamics [15, 16] will therefore meet difficoulties.
In addition, it has long been known that the naive picture of deconfinement, positing that quarks and gluons above the deconfinement temperature become essentially free particles able to propagate everywhere is naive. Qualitative gedankenexperiments involving such QGP at large scales leads to seemingly contradictory conclusions such as "orphan quarks" [17] and outright paradoxes [18] . Indeed, if examines the statistical mechanics of high temperature QCD, one finds infrared singularities [19] which lead to unexpected coupling constant dependences even in the region where the coupling constant is "small" [20] . The effect of these ambiguities on the hydrodynamic limit are still largely mysterious.
It is the purpose of this work to try to poke at these questions by treating hydrodynamics as a "bottom-up" effective theory, where the hydrodynamic limit is defined not in terms of an underlying theory but in terms of its symmetries. We can then explore how the symmetries present in the hydrodynamic limit square with gauge invariance.
What is the ideal fluid dynamics limit? Usually, it means that there is a velocity frame field u µ at rest with which the system is isotropic, homogeneus, and locally equilibrated.
That fixes the energy-momentum tensor and any internal current J µ to the form
where p, e, n are scalars representing the pressure, energy density and conserved charge density in the comoving frame. Together with the local equilibrium condition
these equations will be closed, i.e. solvable from initial conditions.
A novel vision [21] is to see these conditions in terms of symmetries on the lagrangian field coordinates of a volume element and internal symmetries. In the next section we will explain how this works.
II. COLORFUL SWIMMING GHOSTS
For a systematic look into this issue let us start from the first part of [21] . There, it is shown that for a general theory with continuus media (three fields φ I ) and internal conserved currents (The φ I aquire a complex phase α) ideal hydrodynamics is equivalent of imposing a Lagrangian depending not on φ I , α but on b, y.
where
Here, b dependence in Eq. 3 is equivalent to imposing invariance under all volume preserving diffeomorphisms and in addition Eq. 4 imposes invariance under α → α+f (φ I ), the chemical shift symmetry [21] . Physically, chemical shift imposes the fact that any gradient of either chemical potential and density is proportional to velocity. Mathematically, the phase in the internal symmetry becomes a function of φ I : Conservation laws ensure that any dynamics is a function of phase differences, and the gradient o the phase is exclusively in the u µ direction.
Since Gauge symmetry is a symmetry in internal space, it is this symmetry that we will have to expand. Let us therefore generalize
Note the "matrix" of chemical potentials, which reflects the fact that any linear combination of conserved currents is conserved separately, leading to a free energy of the form Let us however consider color rather than flavor, and assume y i to be "color charge" chemical potentials, where potential redefinitions should occur. At first the idea of a "color chemical potential" appears crazy (although similar concepts have been explored [22] ) since it seems to violate gauge invariance. Chemical potentials, however, have to be gauge covariant rather than invariant, it is only the free energy that is gauge invariant. Within a locally equilibrated fluid, such a chemical potential corresponds, in analogy to electromagnetism, to the effect on the fluid of the chromo-electric potential (a magnetic potential would break isotropy).
Let us therefore try to impose invariance under the gauge Symmetry. Throughout we shall assume a Lorentz-scalar gauge in order not to spoil isotropy explicitly
At first sight, any term dependent on |y ab | 2 will do. One must remember,however, that "color chemical potentials" y ab do not have to be gauge-invariant, but they have to be gauge-covariant, to allow for the lagrangian to be gauge invariant.
Comparing Eq. 5 and Eq. 7 one gets
the first term is automatically satisfied if α and J transform in the fundamental representation under the gauge group. The second term is impossible to satisfy without introducing additional degrees of freedom, represented by Gauge fields
Continuing in this direction and building a gauge field out of the U(x) will give us a pure gauge classical theory of the type examined in [3, 4] . However, we would like to define a local equilibrium state. Therefore, in addition to gauge symmetry we would like to impose the chemical shift symmetry,
The last term can be thought of as giving interactions between the different chemical potentials within the fluid. Any infinitesimal change in U is always δU ∼ i δα iTi whereT are the generators. Analogously to [21] local equilibrium ensures only δα i in the direction of u µ can change the dynamics. The number of independent components of y ab in gauge space is indeed equal to the number of generators. Note that this implies a Gauge-invariant theory is in a sense never locally equilibrated, since u µ must enter the Lagrangian even in the ideal hydrodynamic limit.
Physically, a manifestation of this idea has been known for a long time within nonrelativistic fluid dynamics: A swimmer can [23, 24] move themselves with no net force in a time-reversible fluid (for the non-relativistic limit this is a compressible highly viscous fluid)
because, at each second, they move within the "gauge space of shapes" allowable to their body.This class of problems is popularized by the famous "falling cat problem" [25] : a cat can always land on its feet despite not having anything to push against because, again, angular momentum conservation is not enough to "fix the gauge". The "colorful swimming ghost" non-hydrodynamic modes derived here can be thought of as a field of such "swimmers", each in a gauge adjacent configuration (the "arms and legs" are in gauge space) and each within a neighboring fluid cell. These modes will connect neighbouring cells with no advective flow, something impossible in the usual Euler equation.
III. COLORFUL SWIRLING GHOSTS
Since u µ ∂ µ is in the Lagrangian, let us now investigate a situation where one of the currents experiences a non-zero vorticity
The vorticity, like the current, is not invariant under a gauge transformation, but it transforms in the same way as the Wilson loop. In fact, the Wilson loop is nothing else but a vortex in gauge space rather than in flow space.
here G µν i is the field strength, the Yang-mills generalization of the elctromagnetic field, which is not gauge invariant.
Thus, terms such as T r i [ω µν G µν ] can also enter the Lagrangian, and are at the same order as u µ α µ α. In fact, such terms are unavoidable for fluids with non-zero vorticity, since closed loops in the previous section always go to zero.
In [3] , these terms are interpreted as force terms in a Vlasov-type plasma. Here, this enters the free energy so there is no force, it is a degree of freedom w.r.t. entropy is maximized.
It is therefore to be interpreted as the gluon polarization tensor, and such a term describes the "chiral vortaic" and "chiral separation" effects [26] .
Hence, it is indeed true that a Gauge-invariant fluid is polarized. However, we rather unexpectdly found, via Eq. 10, that its free energy, via the "color chemical potentials", must depend explicity on velocity. As a result, the polarization tensor, which in general has six independent components, is here determined by gauge structure, with N 2 − 1 redundant fields having 2 independent polarizations each. Unlike the general polarization tensor y µν explored in [9] , which has 6 degrees of freedom, here the equivalent is N 2 copies of A i µ , which combine into G µν i the usual way
The form of the equation of state in the small polarization limit should however be similar to that in [9, 10] , namely
This equation of state includes both swimming and swirling ghosts.
In equilibrium, polarization and vorticity must point in the same direction according to the arguments made in [9] . However, the local equilibrium limit is unstable as shown in [11] . The resulting relaxation dynamics will be affected by this different number of effective polarization degrees of freedom. In analogy to [11] , we could then postulate that G µν i would relax to ω µν i using an Israel-Stewart type equation. The naive equivalent is
However, one has to be careful: G i µν is not gauge invariant, but transforms in the same way as the vorticity current. Hence, unlike in [11] the relaxation equation can only have a gauge invariant form, for instance
This equation does not have a unique relaxation minimum, since "swirling" solutions which rotate in gauge space and in configuration space at the same frequency
will never relax to a value parallel to ω, since such a relaxation breaks gauge symmetry. One can think of such solutions as being the vortex equivalent of the swimming ghosts. Like real vortices they do not propagate.
IV. DISCUSSION
What conclusions can we draw physically from all this? The swimming ghosts can be thought of as "sequences" of color space rotation along the direction of the flow. Even in perfect local equilibrium (the perfect fluid limit), gauge invariance ensures such "sequences"
will have no energy gap, and an equivalent free energy to the hydrostatic limit. The presence of non-hydrodynamical fluctuations, which go away from local equilibrium and connect differntly flowing volume cells is therefore unavoidable even in the "ideal hydrodynamic limit".
To draw a connection to statistical mechanics, we need to think about the meaning of gauge transformations. In the context of quantum mechanics, different gauge configurations are usually thought to be redundancies of the system. In a locally thermal enviroenment, however, they correspond to indistinguisheable configurations of the free energy. Since the fundamental postulate of statistical mechanics means that all microstates are equally probable, the number of such isentropic configurations must be discounted from the total number of microstates. As in quantum field theory, this is what ghosts do. However, unlike quantum field theory, gauge symmetries break the distinction between the "microscopic"
and "macroscopic" system, central to hydrodynamics and transport.
To see this, let us recall how sound waves are defined in the Lagrangian approach. We perturb the hydrostatic limit, where φ I = X I (the comoving and lab coordinates are the same), and isolate a transverse mode (vortex) and a longitudinal mode (sound wave. Note that the two are mixed when polarization is present [9] [10] [11] )
These perturbations will evolve as propagating sound-waves and non-propagating vortices.
Since the derivative of the free energy w.r.t. b is positive (entropy and energy density are correlated for thermodynamically normal systems), sound waves and vortices do "work".
Let us now assume the system has a "color chemical potential" in some direction "1" µ 1 as well as an energy density. Let us change the color chemical potential in space according
Because of gauge redundancy, the derivatives of the free energy with respect to color ("color susceptibility") will typically be negative (it is a "ghost" state), since more color chemical potential means more gauge-redundancy in the microstates. One can tune Eqs 17 and 18
so that the free energy exactly cancels. Hence, a "hydrostatic state" with a color chemical potential is unstable against the formation of sound-waves as well as vortices. Now soundwaves and vortices are "heat" rather than "work".
In statistical mechanics, what normally distinguishes "work" from "heat" is coarsegraining, the separation between micro and macro states. Quantitatively, probability of thermal fluctuations is normalized by the heat capacity and temperature scale 1/(c V T ) and microscopic correlations due to viscosity are ∼ η/(T s). Since for a usual fluid, there is a hierarchy between microscopic scale, Knudsen number and gradient
The first inequality defines the truncation of the BBGKY hyerarchy within transport and is equivalent to the planar limit in the gauge/gravity correspondence. Physically, the first inequality ensures that any thermal fluctuations (the left hand side of this inequality) dissipate too fast to create sound-waves that influence the fluid evolution (one could in principle connect such "randomly generated sound-waves" to the unphysical "wild solutions" studied in the context of non-relativistic hydrodynamics [28] . Were such solutions physical, all distinction between microscopic heat and macroscopic work within a hydrodynamics background would manifestly disappear).
The second inequality is usually associated with the Knudsen number, it avoids microscopic correlations between different fluid cells and hence allows for an expansion in either gradients of conserved quantities or moments of the microscopic distribution function [29] .
Gauge invariance directly breaks this hyerarchy by introducing redundancies affecting both microscopic correlations (the "smallest" scale in Eq. 19) and sound-waves (the "largest" scale). In a sense, the first microscopic length scale becomes infinite, since ghost modes of arbitrarily low and high frequency and wavenumber appear. In elementary processes ghosts can be gotten rid of by choosing an axial gauge, but since in the hydrodynamic effective theory is explicitly built around isotropy, this option is not available here.
Since in an expansion parameter the first term is "quantum-like" and the second is dissipative [27, 30] , this hydrodynamics will be dominated by fluctuations, possibly necessitating a lattice study [30] . It is difficoult to see how such as system can be reduced to the type of "interacting quasi-particle picture" for which a Boltzmann or a Boltzmann-Vlasov equation are appropriate. While one imagines perturbative gluons to be modeled via a Boltzmann equation [8] , and the effect of coherent fields to reduce to an "anomalous viscosity" [6] when the direction of the fields is random enough, ghost fields cannot be pictured this way precisely because they have a "negative" effect on the fluid at the level of the density matrix.
The obvious question which must be asked is, why is there no trace of such nonhydrodynamic modes in holography, where everything converges to a Navier-Stokes expansion with a well-posed equation of state. The answer is that gauge/gravity duality, as done so far, requires a planar limit and a conformally invariant ultraviolet fixed point.
Color flying ghosts are of order O (1), just like thermal perturbations. Hence, they do not contribute to the planar limit. And, as shown in [31] , a conformally invariant fixed point makes the gribov issue microscopically non-dynamical, leading to the suspicion it will not contribute to any locally equilibrated dynamics either.
What is the role of the swimming and swirling ghosts in the dynamics of a close-to-ideal fluids in non-Abelian gauge theory? A linearization and causality analysis of this system is left for a forthcoming work. We note, however, that as in [9] [10] [11] Ostrogradski's theorem means that such non-hydrodynamic modes usually generate instabilities and causality violation. The only way to make such modes go away is to insure local color neutrality (zero chemical potential everywhere in the system), leading to the suspicion that these nonhydrodynamic modes quickly color-neutralize and locally thermalize the system.
In conclusion, we find that the symmetries of ideal hydrodynamics do not comute with non-Abelian gauge theory. The ideal fluid limit of a theory whose microscopic dynamics has such a symmetry, therefore, is very different from the Euler equations, as it will be full of non-hydrodynamic "ghost" modes carrying rotations of color space along the flow direction.
The only fluid dynamic limit where something like an Euler equation, with an equation of state independent of flow emerges, is one where color neutrality is assured in each volume cell. The consequences of this for quark gluon plasma thermalization is likely to be profound.
